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Ricefield Arts & Cultural Centre is Scotland's leading charity and social 
enterprise for the exploration and promotion of Chinese culture, contributing 
to the diversity of cultural fabric with an excellent reputation for delivering 
original and inspiring creative experiences for schools, community 
organisations, the Chinese community and art audiences.

Our featured merchandise is a selection of items that we found cultural value 
in that compliments our workshop programme. Our team is always in the 
process of expanding our knowlege of authentic Chinese traditions, finding 
products that will be suitable to introduce Chinese culture to a wider audience 
through craft and making. 

Our workshops are designed by a group of practicing artists who have 
a research or background strongly tied in with Chinese culture. They are 
dedicating to sharing their practices with focus on traditions, meditation, 
making, environment, play and lot more, creating inspiring experiences for our 
participants.

For the full workshop listing, please visit our website.

http://ricefield.org.uk/hire-us/workshop-list/


Our Group Packages

Calligraphy couplet pack (20 people)
20 brushes
40 rectangular couplet paper, 20 squares, plus 2 large sheets 
5 bottles of ink
1 pack of rice paper
1 pack of grid paper
20 magic clothes
20 ink pots
4 templates 

£160

Calligraphy couplet pack (10 people)
10 brushes
20 rectangular couplet paper, 10 squares, plus 2 large sheets 
3 bottles of ink 
1 pack of rice paper
1 pack of grid paper
10 magic cloths
10 ink pots
2 templates

£90



Celebrate Chinese craft starter pack (20 people)
20 knotting kits
20 folded paper fans
3 packs of origami paper 
20 paper cutting kit 1
20 paper cutting kit 2
20 paper opera masks
Activity scrap items
Crafts information pack 

£160

Celebrate Chinese craft starter pack (10 people)
10 knotting kits
10 folded paper fans
2 packs of origami paper 
10 paper cutting kit 1
10 paper cutting kit 2
10 paper opera masks
Crafts information pack

£90

Our Group Packages



Chinese Calligraphy Ink
書法墨汁
120ml £3 

Ink Pot
墨盒
£0.80

Chinese Brushes
毛筆
large £2 medium £2

Rice Paper 
安徽宣紙
100 sheets £15

Grid Rice Paper 
安徽米字格宣紙
100 sheets £20

Calligraphy & Chinese Painting  書法及國畫

Our calligraphy products are suitable for beginner's level.



Folded Paper Fan
紙扇
£2.50

Red Couplet Paper
春聯紙
15x35cm £1.50 for 10 
20x20cm £1.50 for 10
70x100cm £1.50



Calligraphy Magic Cloth
萬用水寫布
cloth 40x35cm 6x4 squares £3 
scroll 140x46cm 14x4 squares £18 

Use only water to write on the cloth.
The solid ink colour fades away after 
around 10 seconds as shown in the 
images, perfect way for practicing.



Knotting  中國結

Chinese Knotting Charm 
中國如意結
colours variable*

£2 

Chinese Knotting Kit 
自製中國繩結
inc. 2 m satin cord, 1 ceramic bead & 
instruction card
colours variable*

£1.50

Rattail Satin Cords
中國結用繩
12.5m 
colours variable *

£3.50

The Chinese word for knot - “結” jie has a double meaning of unification, gather and 
bonding. Knotting was first used as an expressive tool during the prehistoric period to 
record everyday life.

* please contact for specific colours



Chinese Opera  中國戲曲

Paper Moulded Mask 
紙漿臉譜
strong durable material, inc. 
elastic perfect for DIY
 £2.50

Plastic Mask in Chinese Opera Style 
中國戲曲面具，塑膠材質
assorted styles

£1

Chinese opera is  the most prevalent form of musical theatre and 
drama, with over ten different styles. Exaggerated painted faces and 
masks are employed to symbolise characters and tell stories. Every 
colour in the facial patterns of the opera masks express a different 
trait  in each character's personality. Can you guess the meaning of the 
colours? What would your story be about? 



Kites 風箏

Kite Making Kit
自製風箏
includes one kite fabric, two bamboo 
rods, one plastic spool
colours variable* 

£3

Plastic Spool
塑膠軸
£0.80

Wooden Spool
木製軸
£2

Kites is an invention around 2000 years ago from China as a first step of 
human intervention of the sky. From the purpose of military use, it was 
popularized as a leisure activity, nuturing rich folk culture and symbolism. 
Why not make your own?  

* please contact for specific colours



Games 遊戲

Chinese Shuttlecock 
毽子
a shuttlecock to be kicked from foot 
to foot, the game can involve multiple 
players
 £3 

Red Packet Gift  (Laisee) -
A traditional gift of blessing
利是
inc. rice cracker, laisee candy, stickers, 1 
Chinese blessing in a red packet
 £1.20 

Shape-shifter Lantern Toy
紙翻花
a retro fun object that changes its shape 
whenever it's flicked, carrying the hand 
made allure of the 80s in China
4 styles 

 £1 



Lanterns 燈籠

Paper Lantern 
風琴燈籠
come in assorted colours
Large 16cm £2  /   Small 10cm  £1

Traditional Red Gauze Lantern 
布料燈籠
height 22cm diameter 26cm
2 per pack £6

Yuzen Paper Lantern Kit
自製友禪紙燈籠
inc. 6 pcs of 7x7cm paper, gold thread 
bundle, ceramic bead 
£2

Lanterns are symbolic of booming life and harmony due to its round 
shape and bright colour. It is an artefact that has tightly woven into 
Chinese culture and especially festivals. 



Papercutting 剪紙 & Origami 摺紙

Paper Cutting Kit 
剪紙工藝入門
kit 1 or kit 2
each inc. 4 templates
£2

Origami Paper
摺紙用紙
double sided 10x10cm 
100 sheets 
£2

The first papermaking process was documented in 
China during the Eastern Han period (25-220 C.E.). 
With the invention of this light and easily stored 
material, a strong reading culture has then been 
developed. Paper is also  widely brought into use  in 
folk art. 



Chinese Festivals in 2018

Chinese New Year - year of Dog 。16 Feburary 。農曆戊戌年-生肖狗

Lantern Festival  。 2 March 。 元宵節

Qingming Festival 。 5 April 。 清明節

Dragon Boat Festival 。 18 June。 端午節

Chinese Valentine's Day 。17 August 。 七夕節

Spirit Festival 。25 August 。 鬼節

Mid-Autumn Festival 。 24 September 。 中秋節

Chung Yeung Festival 。17 October 。 重陽節

We provide tailored workshops with festival themes. 
Props such as lion head, fabric lanterns, Chinese costumes are available for hire,  

please contact for more details. 



Ordering and Delivery Information 

- To order, please send a purchase order to info@ricefield.org.uk

- Orders will take 5-10 working days to be sent out, for urgent orders please contact     
ffvia email

- Delivery fee: 
   Order   £1 to £50 - £5 delivery charge
   Order £51 to £100 - £10 delivery charge
   Order > £100 - Free delivery

- Collection available

- If you are experiencing any problems with our products, please do not hesitate to
   contact. Products are eligible for return within 30 days of purchase

- Please email info@ricefield.org.uk for any enquiries



Ricefield Arts and Cultural Centre
Suite B32  Baltic Chambers, 50 Wellington Street, Glasgow, G2 6HJ
www.ricefield.org.uk    @RicefieldArts    facebook.com/ricefieldarts   info@ricefield.org.uk
Ricefield is a registered charity. Our registered charity number is SC040160. 
Our registered company number is SC330231.


